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1. Don’t just think like a youth minister…
•
•
•
•

We tend to think conventional and act cautiously.
We can fall victim to “that’s the way we have always done it.”
Or only replicate what has worked for someone else.
Or sometimes we doubt that the Holy Spirit can do something new &
powerful through us.

•
•
•

If there’s a time for bold initiatives— it’s now!
If there’s a moment for outside the box thinking it’s today!
If there a time in history for innovative ideas— it’s the present moment!

•

How much worse does it have to get… before we start thinking
differently?
How many more people do we need to lose before considering new
approaches?
Really, what do we have to lose?
We’ve got to stop thinking like youth ministers, and begin thinking like
Entrepreneurs!

•
•
•

2. Think like an Entrepreneur!
•
•

Entrepreneurs are the provocateurs and the risk-takers.
The way entrepreneurs think is called the entrepreneurial mindset.

The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
1. Recognize Opportunity when others only see problems.
• So, Entrepreneurs find the opportunities in problems.
• They look at the world differently than the rest of us.
2. Comfort with risk
• Entrepreneurs are comfortable with the idea they must invest time and
resources in unsure enterprises and ideas.
3. Think with Creativity and Innovation
• Entrepreneurs are creative problem solvers.
• They apply unconventional tools and approaches to existing challenges.
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4. Future orientation
• Entrepreneurs think about what’s next
5. Embrace Flexibility and Adaptability
• Entrepreneurs not only learn to change, they expect to.
• They prepare for and react quickly to obstacles, setbacks and new
information.
6. Critical thinking and problem solving
• Entrepreneurs are analysts.
7. Communication and collaboration
• Entrepreneurs are good at sharing.
• Ideas and input from others spark and drive their progress.
8. Clinic:
• We are going to think like entrepreneurs by converting problems into
Challenge Statements.
• By beginning the sentence with, “How might we…?
• Identify a problem
• Reframe it into challenge statements
• How might I or how might we…
• Let those statements focus your creativity.
3. Don’t Be Just An Architect Of Programs…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We’ve inherited a program-based & attractional model for youth ministry.
The approach is rooted in broadcast technology or television where we
would watch shows produced by creative experts.
Gen X was raised on television and responded well to Evangetainment or
Religious edutainment.
They were generally low participatory, but offered expert produced
speaking, drama, and music.
Millennials and Gen Z are digital and demand more hands on participation,
interaction and relational connection.
Additionally, Programs are more an expression of a modern epistemology
where we are:
Programs seek to universalize rather than contextualize—
They tend to be more activity-centered verses people centered.
More audience than participant,
In the safety of the stands verses the ruckus of the ring,
At arms length verses hands on.
Programs are too contrived, mechanistic, and too emotionally distant for
today’s social economy— Where Young people exchange life through the
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currency of authenticity— which necessitates a relational and emotional
medium much deeper than programs. Youth ministry has to mediated
through the experience of community, relationships & ENCOUNTER…
4. Become Architects of Encounter
•
•
•
•
•
•

We must become “architects of encounter.” Instead of young people only
hearing the “barking” of others, We must help facilitate both initial and
ongoing encounters with Jesus Christ.
Why did the Word become Flesh?
Because words can’t get you there.
Words are theory, secondhand descriptions.
We need experiences. (especially in a postmodern age)
The Samaritan Woman— town believed because of their own encounter
with Jesus

A. Off Site Events
• Offer off site events that initiate powerful experiential encounters with
Jesus.
• Leaving comfortable and familiar environments can introduce just enough
disorientation that we look at life through a new lens and open ourselves
to new possibilities & experiences.
• We need to be a bit lost in order to found.
• Moving away from the familiar opens our eyes to something new &
different.
• Conversion involves turnings.
• Providing a number of yearly opportunities for off site evangelistic
experiences can be helpful in facilitating conversion.
B. Emotional Engagement
• Furthermore, off site retreats, service trips, and conferences often include
• A powerful emotional arousal that deeply etches the experience in one’s
memory and provides the impetus towards further action and change.
• Details of events often fade over time, however, emotional memory can
remain with us for a lifetime.
• In a postmodern world, emotions often make an experience real or
authentic.
• I am not suggesting in any way that we measure success via participant
tear count. That kind of approach can be quite unhealthy.
• I am only saying that emotional engagement is an important element in
making an experience real and in initiating life-long transformation.
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C. Encountering Christ through the community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In an extensive Group/Youth for Christ survey, teenagers indicated that
relationships with adult Christians and parents were most influential in
their initial decision to follow Christ.
Everyone interviewed said all the defining moments in the path toward
Christian maturity were relational.
For one it was a late-night talk with an adult volunteer in a tent.
For another it was a youth minister who believed in him enough to give
him leadership responsibilities.
Here's the surprising thing; These people were impacted most by the tiny,
nondescript things adult and teenage Christians did for them.
They were most powerfully influenced when other Christians revealed a
kind of spontaneous Christ likeness in the context of relationship.
It WASN’T the well-planned, well-presented teaching series on Colossians
that changed their life.
It WAS the tears welling up in their leader's eyes when he listened to their
struggles.
And 20 years later, they still remember those eyes and those tears."

D. Encountering Christ through contemplative practices.
•
•
•
•
•

Have you noticed there are more cars parked at the yoga studio on
Sundays than the church? Have you noticed the buzz around the
mindfulness.
In a busy, stress-filled culture, people are hungering for peace and calm.
The Church’s spiritual tradition is BEST RESOURCE for a culture hungering
for the presence of God.
Form teens into young mystics.
Mysticism is simply experiential Christianity.

5. Don’t just pass on information…
•
•
•
•
•

In many ways, information has become the default method of learning in
a modern world.
Someone who has knowledge of a subject passes that information on to
others through lecture or presentation.
It is certainly a valid and important form of learning.
Jesus passed on information this way during the Sermon on the Mount,
for instance.
However, information giving does have its limitations.
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•
•
•

No one would relish the idea of boarding a commercial airplane piloted by
an aviator who frequented some lectures on flying a Boeing 777.
Neither would we entertain the idea of receiving triple by-pass surgery
from a medical student who attended a class on cardiology.
Rather, we would demand a doctor who spent considerable time in
residency and developed his aptitude from and alongside of an
experienced cardiologist.

6. Learn through Apprenticeship…
•
•
•

Apprenticeship is still used in various trade unions, such as plumbing or in
professional teaching.
A master plumber will accompany and provide on the job training to an
apprentice plumber.
Professional teachers work alongside student teachers demonstrating,
guiding, and evaluating their classroom performance.

Apprenticeship has two important qualities.

1. It teaches the do’s of a particular subject or profession.
• One learns the skills, disciplines & practices associated with the role/job.
• Information provides foundational understandings, However it leaves the
listener with an abstract understanding or word description of a skill.
• Apprenticeship demonstrates the “how to’s” and the concrete expression.
• Apprenticeship allows one to watch, practice, and receive feedback.
• Learning by doing and in the supportive accompaniment of others makes
discipleship real, practical, and doable.
2. It’s relational dependent.
• Apprenticeship assumes an interactive relationship between an
experienced practitioner and student.
• Relational presence, demonstration, feedback, accountability, and
emotional support provide a powerful learning environment.
• Pope Francis calls it accompaniment.
7. Learn through Affiliation
•
•
•
•
•

Taking on the behaviors of the community as a result of belonging.
Being shaped by the culture. (Often this is underestimated).
We all long for the respect of those with whom we are affiliated.
Affiliation only works when the community is fluent in something.
For example, we can’t learn Spanish from an English speaking group.

Best way to learn involves the interplay of all three ways of learning.
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8. Don’t just assemble a team… (but you need to assemble one!)
•

Be Like Jesus: Begin with PRAYER

•

Open Season: Recruiting is an All Year Long Task

•

Take Inventory: Assess Your Needs

•

The Draft Picks: Identify Potential Leaders

•

Make Contact: Build it into Your Regular Routine

•

Repeat: Make Recruiting & Cultivating Leaders a Top Priority

9. Grow a Ministerial Community
•

The effective ministry team intentionally builds community among its
members.

•

So WHY does this matter? (Doesn’t it waste valuable time and slow us
down?)

•

Investing the time and energy to grow strong and meaningful bonds
among team members pays rich dividends in several important ways.

•

Providing a rich expression of community within the context of ministry
ensures that we address adult spiritual needs for meaningful connection.
(Hunger for Community)

•

Moreover, ignoring the appeal of relationships and organizing teams
primarily around tasks will result in a higher leader attrition rate.

•

Giving up a set of tasks associated with a ministry role is much easier than
leaving people whose lives you have entered and who have entered
yours; people with whom you have prayed, shared, worked, and loved.

•

If we do not know how to be an authentic community— the dominant
spiritual hunger of young people, we can’t take others into an experience
of Christian Community.

•

Conversion follows the ARC OF ATTACHMENTS. We hunger to belong
before we hunger to believe.
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What Does Community Look Like?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loves (John 13:34)
Prays (James 5:16)
Cares (1 Corinthians 12:24b-25)
Bears burdens (Galatians 6:2)
Encourages (1 Thessalonians 5:11)
Spurs to good deeds (Hebrews 10:24)
Admonishes (Colossians 3:16)
Speaks the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15)
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